ABSTRACT Natural populations display a variety of spatial arrangements, each potentially with a distinctive impact on genetic diversity and genetic differentiation among subpopulations. Although the spatial arrangement of populations can lead to intricate migration networks, theoretical developments have focused mainly on a small subset of such networks, emphasizing the island-migration and stepping-stone models. In this study, we investigate all small network motifs: the set of all possible migration networks among populations subdivided into at most four subpopulations. For each motif, we use coalescent theory to derive expectations for three quantities that describe genetic variation: nucleotide diversity, F ST , and half-time to equilibrium diversity. We describe the impact of network properties on these quantities, finding that motifs with a large mean node degree have the largest nucleotide diversity and the longest time to equilibrium, whereas motifs with small density have the largest F ST . In addition, we show that the motifs whose pattern of variation is most strongly influenced by loss of a connection or a subpopulation are those that can be split easily into several disconnected components. We illustrate our results using two example datasets-sky island birds of genus Brachypteryx and Indian tigers-identifying disturbance scenarios that produce the greatest reduction in genetic diversity; for tigers, we also compare the benefits of two assisted gene flow scenarios. Our results have consequences for understanding the effect of geography on genetic diversity and for designing strategies to alter population migration networks to maximize genetic variation in the context of conservation of endangered species.
It can be seen that the list in eq. 1 covers all cases for (i, j, k, ) by 108 noting that by assumption, i ≤ j and k ≤ . The transition probabilities between states after a time inter-110 val of length t are given by 111 P(t) = e Qt .
The element p ij,k (t) of P(t) corresponds to the transition proba-112 bility from state ij to state k in time t. Herbots 1998).
124

Results
125
Expected coalescence time 126 The probability that coalescence has already occurred after time 127 t for two lineages sampled respectively in subpopulations i and 128 j corresponds to the transition probability during time t from 129 initial state (ij) to state (00). This probability is given by element 130 p ij,00 from matrix P(t) (eq. 2). Because p ij,00 (t) is a cumulative 131 probability, the associated density function is 132 f ij (t) = dp ij,00 (t) dt . 
We derive in Appendix A the system of equations that can be Table 1 , for the three-vertex motifs (4 to 7) in Table 2 , 140 and for the four-vertex motifs (8 to 18) in Table 3 .
141
The set of all pairwise coalescence times of a motif is informa-
142
tive about another quantity of interest: the total coalescence time,
143
that is, the coalescence time of two lineages randomly sampled 144 in any two K subpopulations, possibly the same one. Indeed, the 145 total coalescence time is simplyt
, the 146 mean coalescence time across all possible subpopulation pairs.
147
The total coalescence times for all motifs presented in Figure 1 148 appear in Table S1 .
149 Table 3 Exact mean coalescence times for 4-vertex motifs. Owing to symmetries in migration motifs (Figure 1 ),t 22 =t 44 . 
Note that π S is also informative about total nucleotide diversity 161 when M is large, because from Tables 1-3 and S1, the total coales-
162
cence time tends to the mean within-subpopulation coalescence 163 time across all subpopulations as M → ∞.
164
We analytically computed the within-subpopulation nu-
165
cleotide diversities for each motif by substituting the expected 166 coalescence time from Tables 1-3 into eq. 5. Nucleotide diversity 167 appears in Figure S1 as a function of network metrics. in the total population. We compute eq. 6 using eq. 4.
168
Genetic differentiation
F ij =t ij T −t ij S t ij T ,(6)
176
For a K-vertex motif, F ST has mean
across subpopulation pairs. We analytically computed the ex- Tables 1, 2 , and 4, respectively. F ST 181 appears in Figure S1 as a function of network metrics. value depends on subpopulation connectivity patterns.
208
We computed the half-time to equilibrium from eq. in Figure S1 as a function of network metrics.
212
Network motifs and patterns of genetic variation
213
To describe the influence of the properties of network motifs on 214 our genetic variation measures, we computed the correlations be-215 tween four network metrics and the mean within-subpopulation 216 diversity π S , the mean F ST across pairs of subpopulations, F, 217
and the half-time to equilibrium diversity τ.
218
Network metrics For a given motif, we denote by V and E its 219 sets of vertices and edges, so that |V| and |E| correspond to the 220 numbers of vertices and edges of the motif. 
221
The first network metric we use is |V|, the motif size, or 
Impact of a disturbance event
254
In this section, we focus on the impact of a disturbance event 255
on mean genetic diversity π S . Of the three quantities we 256
computed-π S , F, and τ-this quantity is perhaps the most 257 central to conservation biology. (Table 1) , to motif 1, where a single subpopulation 279 has diversity 1 and the "other" has diversity 0, leads to a change
of 75% of the within-subpopulation diversity.
282
Edge losses and vertex losses The graph of motifs appears in 283 Figure 4A for edge loss and in Figure 4D for vertex loss. We 284 focus on the case of M = 1.
285
Loss of an edge can lead to diversity changes ranging from 286 a loss of 50% to a gain of 4% ( Figure 4B ). Interestingly, the tran-
287
sitions that lead to the greatest losses all split a motif into dis-288 connected sets of subpopulations (transitions in red, Figure 4B ).
289
The greatest diversity loss occurs with the transition from motif 
296
The impact on diversity of the loss of a vertex ranges from 297 a loss of 75% to a loss of 10% ( Figure 4E ). Similarly to the edge 298 loss case, the vertex losses that lead to the greatest losses gener-299 ally correspond to a split of the motif into disconnected sets of 300 subpopulations (transitions in red, Figure 4E ). For instance, the 301 greatest diversity loss is associated with the transition from motif 302
13-which has a single set of four connected subpopulations-to 303 motif 4-which has three isolated subpopulations.
304
Fragile and robust motifs We can also identify the most "fragile" 305 motifs: the motifs for which disturbance leads to the greatest 306 diversity loss. For each motif, we compute the diversity changes 307 associated with all |E| edge or |V| vertex losses, reporting the 308 mean across the edge or vertex set. Motifs ranked by robustness 309
to an edge loss appear in Figure 4C . The most fragile motifs 310 are those split into disconnected components by an edge loss, 311 whereas the most "robust" motifs are those that are not split.
312
Motifs ranked by robustness to a vertex loss appear in Fig-313 ure 4F. We can see that the most fragile motifs are motifs 3, 6, and 314 14 (linear stepping-stone models) and motifs 7 and 16 (circular 315
stepping-stone models). The linear stepping-stone motifs are 316 easily split by a vertex loss, producing a disconnection that is 317 expected to reduce diversity. The circular stepping-stone mod-318 els, however, are not easily split by a vertex loss. Their fragility 319 stems from their high diversity, among the highest of all mod-320 els, on par with island models (Tables 1, 2 , and 3). Any motif 321 transition is thus likely to substantially reduce diversity.
322
Examples
323
We use the results from our network-based model to reinter-324 pret spatial genetic structure in two animal examples. and can be interpreted using our network model. within-subpopulation nucleotide diversity (-38%; Figure 4F ).
366
Note that the losses reported are expected losses in the long 367
term. The half-time to equilibrium τ values for motifs 5 and 368 9 appear in Figure S1C, it does not correspond to any previous population structure. 454 Interestingly, it leads to a greater increase of diversity (+125% to 455 +144%, depending on the amount of gene flow; Table S2 ).
456
Note that the losses and gains of diversity reported are ex- 
476
Discussion
477
We have presented a novel framework that combines network 
Theoretical advances
Our results extend classical coalescent 501 theory results concerning migration models. Among the 18 502 network motifs we studied, 11 correspond to migration models 503 that differ from the standard models.
504
As has been seen previously (Slatkin 1987; Strobeck 1987; 505 Wilkinson-Herbots 2003), for motifs all of whose subpopula-506
tions are exchangeable and none of whose subpopulations are 507 isolated, we find that the within-subpopulation pairwise coa-508 lescence times are independent of the migration rate (Table S2) . 509 Interestingly, we found that this result on migration rate inde-510 pendence also holds for motifs with disconnected components 511 (motifs 2, 4, 5, 8-12), even though disconnection leads to viola-512 tion of the assumption of migration matrix irreducibility used 513
in Slatkin (1987) . This result can be explained by the fact that 514 such motifs all involve juxtaposition of smaller motifs, each of 515 which has exchangeable subpopulations, none of which are iso-516 lated. Consequently, even though motifs 2, 4, 5, and 8-12 do not 517 satisfy the assumptions used in Slatkin (1987) , that each compo-518 nent of the motif satisfies them suffices to ensure the result on 519 migration-rate independence. On the other hand, if we find many instances of lower-density 676 motifs 9, 10, and 14, we might reach the opposite conclusions.
677
The detection of motifs that are overrepresented in certain 678 types of network (e.g. ecological, neural, protein-interaction) has 679 been used to identify network classes that share common prop-680 erties despite describing different data types (Milo et 
1-vertex motif
830
The case of one subpopulation has a single possible initial state, 
2-vertex motifs
835
In the case of two subpopulations, M 12 = M 21 = M 1 = M 2 =
4-vertex motifs
